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LOOKING BACK, LOOKING
FORWARD WITH THE SCDF

How did carnival and
the St. Maarten Carnival
Development Foundation
(SCDF) as we know it,
come to be? It wasn’t born
the largest in the NorthEastern Caribbean, after all.
The Daily Herald spoke to
Michael Granger, Treasurer
and
longest
standing
SCDF member at 21 years,
for some insight into the
organisation, the growth
of carnival, and future
endeavours.
SCDF has been running
carnival for the past 31
years, without interruption.
Before this more permanent
foundation, several entities
including service clubs
organised carnival like the
Kiwanis, the Lions, and
later on a group called the
Task Force. Government has
always provided funding,
but has remained handsoﬀ when it comes to the
management of carnival.
The SCDF board consists of
nine people, with elections
held every four years. The
entire board comprises
volunteers, and they are
supported by many more
volunteers (16 this year)
that together all make the

magic happen. Years ago, the
structure changed slightly
when upon advice, a Director
position was made, ﬁlled by
Granger, but with ﬁnances not
being able to support a yearround paid role, the structure
went back to what worked –
the all-volunteer, nine-person
elected board.

also advertised abroad and, and beyond also contributed
as we all know, are available to growth.
for prices that you can’t get
anywhere else.
When asked about possible
changes for the future,
Investing into research in Granger said the foundation
2014 proved to be a pivotal is working on ways forward,
moment for the foundation. in two ways in particular.
An in-depth market analysis – One is having a larger scale,
which involved researchers on organised way to evaluate
the ground in the village every carnival
amongst
all
night and the involvement of stakeholders. Together, issues
all stakeholders – provided and improvements can be
better
perspective
and discussed, and it would help
presented a clear road-map everyone to be on the same
page, and more involved in
for a better carnival.

Currently serving on the
board are President Alston
Lourens, Vice President
Paula Gordon, Treasurer
Granger, Secretary Franciane
Peterson, and Board Members
Marie Gittens, Vida Boirard, A clearer vision
Angela Colli, Roland Rommy emerged, and after
implementing some
and Edwardo Radjouki.
new
strategies,
Some
20
years
ago, the SCDF saw
government increased the real growth, and
subsidy for carnival from this rapid growth
until
about US $100,000 to continued
$500,000, earmarked for the pandemic. St.
marketing. While at the time, Maarten’s carnival
it was a local/regional event, became the biggest
the
North
the injection of subsidy was of
meant to have carnival play a Eastern Caribbean,
with J’ouvert for
bigger role in tourism.
example growing
Nowadays, the balance in to some 25,000
Local
carnival between culture and strong.
music festival is at its sweet- p a r t i c i p a t i o n
and
spot, with great local culture increased,
from
events being combined with visitors
major concerts that include n e i g h b o u r i n g
international artists. These are islands,
Europe,

preparation for the next year.

Another vision is to acquire
more government subsidy
that is not only earmarked
for marketing, but that can
go directly towards assisting
stakeholders that are central
to carnival, for example
booth holders, pageants,
and calypsonians. With
so much growth, all the
stakeholders cannot depend
on the same sponsors.
Looking into international
funding opportunities is also

something being worked
on, for the same reason.
The SCDF would like to
compliment and thank all
the volunteers who have
made carnival possible
throughout the years. “We
do it because we love it,”
Granger said. “And that has
never changed. We’re back
after these two years and
are happy to be exhausted.
We want people to look
forward to a bright future
for carnival!”
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Combined and colourful
What started out as preparations for a Grand Parade,
which would be very diﬀerent for Carnival 2022, have
reverted back to the same
kind of good-time fetin’ of
former years – thanks to an
improved COVID-19 national situation.

W

hen the parades for Carnival were being planned in late November 2021, the country was
in the grasp of the Omicron variant of the Coronavirus. Up to that time, St.
Maarten Carnival Development Foundation (SCDF)
had announced that there
would be Carnival in April
2022, despite high scepticism from the public and
government alike.
Against the backdrop of
a pandemic, the parades,
which are central to St.
Maarten’s Carnival, would
have to look very diﬀerent
if there was indeed a Carnival. In fact, there was talk
of cancelling all road events,
including the parades.
Once

Omicron

quick-

~ Grand Parade on May 1 ~

ly subsided and infection
numbers started to decline, the SCDF felt more
conﬁdent about Carnival,
but still could not bring itself to host its usual road
events, with the exception
of the parades. Together
with VSA Minister Omar
Ottley, the foundation decided to host one combined
parade on May 1 – a day
typically reserved for the
Second Day/Labour Parade.

as previous years. The adult
section of the parade will
begin in the St. John’s area;
make its way down L.B. Scot
Road then onto Bush Road.

At this point, the junior
part of the parade will link
up with the adults in the area of the Miss Lalie Commercial Complex. The combined parade will then move
along the rest of the route
over Prins Bernhard Bridge,
Pondﬁll, Front Street, Head
of Town, pass Sundial School
As such, the Junior Parade and end at the Village.
will be combined with the
Grand Carnival Parade, The SCDF expects troupe
with the juniors leading the leaders to put their regular
way upfront, followed by hard work and dedication
the adults. This is not the into the parade. It is not an
ﬁrst time that SCDF has easy year for troupe leaders
held a combined parade, or other Carnival stakeholdhaving done so on occa- ers. Finances are limited and
sion whenever the days of there is still an ongoing panEaster shortened the Car- demic, so participation isn’t
where it normally is. Nevernival schedule.
theless, the SCDF expects a
The initial plan was to also colourful, cultural parade,
avoid the traditional Front ﬁlled with endless fetin’ and
Street route altogether, but creative work.
this too has been changed
back to the norm, and the It should still be quite a
parade will indeed traverse sight to see!
Front Street – so the entire route will be the same
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Thank you, sponsors!
No carnival without their
support
Big events like carnival
need
big
sponsors.
Thankfully, St. Maarten
Carnival
Foundation
receives support from
many local businesses
that acknowledge the
importance of carnival
as our cultural heritage.
We asked some of SCDF’s
biggest sponsors about
their motives and hopes
for carnival 2022:
CARIBBEAN LIQUORS &
TOBACCO (CLT)
Why does CLT sponsor
carnival?
We believe carnival is
a part of our cultural
heritage. From young to
old, everyone enjoys a
good carnival fete and it’s
delightful to contribute
to that joy in some way.
After all, our business
compliments the excellent
culinary world of our
island, bringing family and
friends to the table. Starting

with the famous chicken leg
and Johnny cakes, conchs
and dumplings, fried ﬁsh and
so many other delicacies you
ﬁnd in the village; it is a truly
unique experience for both
locals and visitors alike.

How long has CLT been
sponsoring this event?
CLT has gotten involved
with carnival since it was
founded 45 years ago and
has consistently participated
ever since by sponsoring
shows in the village, troupes,
J’ouvert trucks, working with
individual booth holders,
and much more. One of
our
more
extravagant
promotions some 30 years
ago, when budgets allowed,
was a brand-new Ford that
was won by David Hodge of
Anguilla. The drawing took
place in the village. There
are many tales to be told
over the years and we’ve
seen many contributors to
our cultural event come
and go, one of them that
has left us earlier this year
is our own matriarch, Ms.
Claudie Banare (see picture
attached), who followed us
in practically every J’ouvert
morning!

How is CLT sponsoring
carnival 2022?
CLT
is
participating
in various ways. We’ve
partnered with Road Gods
Mas for the Grand Parade,
which included raﬄing two
mid-line costumes courtesy
of Disaronno and Moët &
Chandon. We’re also directly
sponsoring
Bacchanal
Sunday and have contributed
funds to SCDF. For the booth
holders, we have special
packages available at our
retail store in Philipsburg
on select items only, and
specials for retail shoppers
who want to fete on their
own. Check out shop.cltbv.
com where you can place
your order for carnival and
have it delivered directly to What is CLT looking
your home.
forward to most for the
upcoming carnival?
After a two-year hiatus due

to COVID, we’re looking
forward to everyone being
able to let loose and enjoy
themselves. We’ve noticed
that everyone just seems to
be in a more positive mood
when it’s carnival season.
If you’re planning to drink
some of the Hennessy drink
specials, Rude Boy, or other
drinks available in the village,
we do recommend that you
don’t drink and drive. Have
a designated driver for the
night and enjoy the carnival
season responsibly.
I N T E R N AT I O N A L
LIQUOR AND TOBACCO
TRADING N.V. (ILTT)
Why does ILTT sponsor
carnival?
ILTT is the leading
distributor of beer and
spirits, but more so, we want
to be involved in the island’s
biggest cultural festival. We
acknowledge and we know
that it is a big event and, as
a company, we strive with
our brands, to be present at
every celebration and gettogether – and carnival is

deﬁnitely the biggest cultural makes carnival happen.
celebration on the island.
Of course, there are a lot
of other parties, such as
How long has ILTT been the promoters, the troupes
sponsoring carnival?
and booths, but none of
We are the biggest partner of that would be possible
SCDF – we have sponsored without the SCDF. So we
carnival for over 30 years. It really focus our eﬀorts
is important for us to support there. We have three oﬃcial
SCDF to ensure that there is brands of carnival. First the
a quality carnival every year. oﬃcial beer, Coors Light, a
That is why we have been refreshing beer that locals
involved for so long and we love to drink during carnival.
will continue to do so.
Then there is Captain
Morgan, which stands for
What is ILTT looking celebration and fun – and a
forward to most for lot of people say, “Carnival
upcoming carnival?
time is Captain time.” Last,
Honestly, ILTT is happy we have Johnny Walker,
that, after two years of particularly the Black Label,
no carnival, we are ﬁnally which is a go-to spirit for a
allowed to have a carnival lot of local consumers and
again. We are all coming by far the bestseller in the
out of a rough period, with village. The brand is proud
COVID restrictions, and we to be the oﬃcial scotch of
are able to come together to carnival and will be for many
celebrate, to have two weeks years to come.
of events and fun in the
village again – that is what TELEM GROUP
we look forward to most.
When you say carnival, you
How is ILTT sponsoring the say TelEm. And when you
say TelEm, you say carnival.
event?
We sponsor SCDF – and it is Time to ask TelEm CEO
important to SCDF because Kendall Dupersoy some
it is the organization that questions:
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sponsors!
Why does TelEm sponsor
carnival?
As a good corporate citizen
with a huge investment in
the creation of the Festival
Village as the focal site for
annual carnival events,
TelEm Group sees a mutual
beneﬁt to highlighting and
being associated with the
premier touristic event on
St. Maarten each year. TelEm
Group funding helped to
build the Festival Village
stage and various branding
promotions organized from
the building up to carnival,
J’ouvert, the Grande Parade
and ﬂagship entertainment
such as Night of the Hit
Makers and the Calypso
ﬁnals.
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continued

- It would be remiss of us not
to remember all those who
did not make it through the
pandemic and can’t enjoy
carnival with us this year
– all the more reason to be
thankful for life and to enjoy
life. Happy Carnival 2022 on
behalf of the entire TelEm
Group family.
- In addition, we are
especially looking forward to
the Night of the Hit Makers
and – new this year – The
Groove. The Groove is a
fantastic new Soca Event,
taking place on April 28,
co-organized by TelEm and
Xtratight. And because this
is a new event, we have a
great special: tickets are only
$15, but we will give $10 in
special phone credit with
the purchase of this ticket.
Ticket sales have already
started and can be purchased
at cPost, Smart Concepts
at Bush Road, Van Dorp,
Levis Boutique in Marigot,
Adolphus Richardson Oﬃce
Supplies and of course at our
own stores.

How is TelEm sponsoring
carnival 2022?
TelEm Group supports
SCDF in many capacities
via a Company/Foundation
agreement. The company
would prefer not to enter
into the speciﬁcs of its
sponsorship in keeping with
its agreement(s), other than DIVICO CASH & CARRY
to say that over the years, the
support has been substantial. Why does Divico sponsor
carnival?
How long has TelEm been Divico Distributors are
sponsoring this event?
ﬁrm believers in the
TelEm Group has been a jolliﬁcation of unity and
sponsor of Carnival in one culture. Therefore, we
way or another for the more found it of great importance
to contribute to the most
than 30 years.
anticipated celebration of
What is TelEm looking St. Maarten and its people.
forward to most for the
How is Divico sponsoring
upcoming carnival?
- Seeing our TelEm Group carnival 2022?
brand blazing vibrantly and This year, Divico Distributors
energetically through St. is the title sponsor of the
Maarten’s premier touristic legendary Caribbean Flag
Fest. What better way to
event.
- Since Carnival is a mainstay give back to the people of
of the St. Maarten culture, it all walks of life who support
is a very important event that us all year round than by
allows family and friends to celebrating the many cultures
gather together in the village that make up this beautiful
to meet, greet, eat and have melting pot that we all call
fun. It is our sincere hope home. In addition to this,
that after a two-year hiatus we will also be supporting
due to Covid-19, everyone three carnival troupes
enjoys a fun-ﬁlled, well namely: Road Gods, Tropical
Carnival, and Empire as they
organized event.
- The fact that carnival is strive to give revellers the
back shows the resilience we parade experience that they
have as a people as we strive deserve after two long years
for some kind of normalcy of being unable to fete to
moving forward. Naturally, their heart’s content.
we still have to take the
necessary
precautions How long has Divico been
and SCDF has been very sponsoring this event?
progressive in this aspect. This is the ﬁrst year that
The safety and health of Divico will be sponsoring the
the participants, visitors, Caribbean Flag Fest, and it
revellers and all is the most certainly will not be the last.
important thing to consider We look forward to being a
and to continue to remind part of this event for years to
come.
everyone about.
- Having been one of the
three main sponsors to What is Divico looking
pull out of Carnival last forward to most for the
year due to the COVID-19 upcoming carnival?
here
at
Divico
pandemic, TelEm Group We
are
most
is looking forward to Distributors
welcoming revellers back and looking forward to the
delivering that message of positive ripple eﬀect that
resilience and togetherness. the carnival will have on our
We have pulled through and community. We have missed
are able to enjoy carnival out on this joyous occasion
again having taken all the for two years as a result of
precautions we could to the global pandemic, and it is
be here and to be enjoying evident that this has aﬀected
the spirits of our people. As
carnival once again.

we move toward a new
kind of normalcy, we are
sure that this carnival will
give people hope in the
restoration of the sweet
St. Maarten that we have
all come to know and love
before we were rocked by
Covid-19.
PRIME DISTRIBUTORS
Why does Prime sponsor
carnival?
Carnival is the biggest
cultural event on the
island and being part of
community as the largest
distributor on the island,
we naturally support.
How is Prime sponsoring
carnival 2022?
This year, Prime will be
sponsoring the Cook-Up/
Cock-Up event as well as
the biggest troupe, The
Road Gods, that will be

participating in this year’s
Grand Parade
How long has Prime been
sponsoring this event?
Prime has been sponsoring
and participating through
various aspects of this event

for over 20 years

event, as we are the only
Caribbean island that will be
What is Prime looking celebrating Carnival this year.
forward to most for the We are looking forward to a
safe and enjoyable carnival
upcoming carnival?
After two years, we hope that this year. We deserve it!
everyone will be grateful to
experience this phenomenal
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St. Maarten LEGENDARY
BANDS in concert
What makes for a legendary night? A line-up of truly
legendary and memorable bands taking you back
                
know just how to move you. You haven’t heard from
some of them in a while, so don’t miss the chance to
experience the music once again, and show support
from some of the island’s most loved bands.
They’ve carried you through countless jump-ups and
parades and absolutely love to interact with their
audience at concerts. Expect nothing short of an
amazing night, with good energy and excitement.
       
       !
" #$   %  
to have you reminiscing on the good, old days and
then to end carnival on a sweet note! This will be the
   ' # 
display of talent.

X-Plosion
Band

(  #    )  
  *! +  /   0  1 
%           
  #  %2     '   
by Motorworld.
/%        (  3
"  4  )  / ) !
Youth
Waves

Control Band, part of the Legendary line-up.
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The Return of the Pageants
We’ve all been ready to enjoy the grace, the talent, the public speaking, the exuberant
costumes, the competition of the various pageants – a true hallmark of St. Maarten
carnival! Two successful events have already passed, with two more coming up.
Don’t miss out on the Miss Mature Pageant on Monday, April 18, and the Teen &
Senior Carnival Queen Pageant on Tuesday, April 19!

The stunning
young ladies
of the Junior
Carnival Queen
Pageant: Winner
Arieanna
Dupont (left)
and 2nd runner-up Jay Dee
Illidge (right).

Already past are two successful events which both enjoyed a full house – the Junior
Carnival Queen Pageant, which took place on Saturday, March 26, and the Teen, Senior,
Ms. Mature Pageants Speech & Cultural Wear Event, which took place on Sunday,
March 27. At both events, the audience truly enjoyed seeing the creative, colourful
costumes, designed with care and worn with pride, and listening to contestants speak
about topics that matter.
No winner of the night was chosen at the speech and cultural wear event, the points
earned will carry over for each contestant to their respective pageants. As for the Junior
Carnival Queen Pageant, with their talents, poise and costumes, the two contestants
dazzled the crowd full of enthusiastic supporters. Winner of the night was Arieanna
Dupont, while the second runner-up was Jay Dee Illidge.

A string of lovely pageant contestants show
oﬀ their cultural wear at the
Teen, Senior,
Ms. Mature
Pageants
Speech &
Cultural Wear
Event.

Having the Ms. Mature contestants experience the Speech & Cultural Wear Event was
one of the most exciting changes this year, said Pageant Chairperson Paula Gordon.
Previously, this was only held for the Teen and Senior contestants. Other changes
included the elimination of a costume segment and the addition of head piece wear,
committee choice swimsuit and creative swimsuit.
The young ladies went through rigorous training, Gordon explained. They had workshops
and training sessions on communication, on-stage interviews, etiquette, teamwork,
mental health, skincare and haircare.
Gordon has been working in the pageant industry for years, and currently holds
the position of both Pageant Chair and Vice President at the St. Maarten Carnival
Development Foundation. Pageant fans will remember her as the Ms. Mature winner
of 2013. She has fond memories of her year of reign, especially of doing community
service and spending time with the elderly at the White and Yellow Cross Foundation,
every Saturday. She has been heavily involved with the industry ever since.
After the pandemic, opening registration was an especially exciting time, attracting
many applications. In the end, it has come down to ﬁve contestants for Ms. Mature,
ﬁve for Senior, three for Teen, and two for Junior.

Another
glance at
the recent
Speech &
Cultural
Wear Event.
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Cook-Up/Cock-Up

What comes to mind when
you think of carnival?
Well, besides colourful
costumes, exciting shows
and jamming on the
road? A NICE PLATE
OF FOOD! A delicious,
well-prepared local dish
is very much a big part of
Carnival.
This year’s Cook-Up will be
a family aﬀair and will be
held towards the end of the
Family Fun Day on Sunday,
April 17.
“Food is Culture,” said
St. Maarten Carnival
Development Foundation
(SCDF).
“Interjecting
more of our culture into
the Carnival schedule is
paramount to us on an
annual basis.”

seasoning brand (Prime
Distributors) has come on
board as a sponsor of the
Cook-Up, so all dishes for
this year’s competition have
to be prepared with Maggi
seasonings.

Maggi representatives have
been key in suggesting the
dishes for competition and
will also cover a US $500
prize for the winner. Maggi
is also covering the cost of
the trophy for the Cook-Up,
which has quickly grown
into a must-see event.
Competitors are expected to
impress the judges with not
only taste, but presentation.
Judges will have the hard task

of sampling the dishes and
judging on taste, etc.
Also held on the same day
is the Cock-Up – what is a
nice plate of food without
a good drink to wash it
down? A more adult aﬀair,
the Cock-Up, which shows
the creativity of booth
holders as they come up
with their specialty drinks
– some of which are based
on traditional recipes from
years past – will be held later
that same night, as separate
judges go from booth to
booth tasting these specialty
drinks.

This
year’s
Cook-Up
showcases ﬁve local chefs/
booth holders in the
spotlight cooking local
dishes. They will have
to wow the judges with
their dishes of stewed
chicken, rice and peas, and
crispy shrimp. The Maggi

Sons D’Amor Zouk concert
Ross is no stranger to
St. Maarten. The singer/
songwriter is known for her
work in the Haitian kompa
genre. In 2014, Phyllisia’s
career reached a turning
point when she decided to
focus on the world music
genre. The release of her
single “KONSA” was the
revelation. The public fell
in love with her vocal style,
exceptional
musicality,
use of multiple languages
and homage to Phyllisia’s
Haitian roots in its kompa
Phyllisia Ross
production style. The success
Haitian-American singer is there and continues with
and musician Phyllisia many hits like “Ma vie sans
Local zouk and kompas
lovers will be swaying all
night long to the smooth,
sweet tunes in this year’s
Sons D’Amor concert.
The show will be held on
Friday, April 22, in the
Carnival Village and
will feature four popular,
international recording
artists: Phyllisia Ross
and Kai, formerly of
Carimi, along with Zouk
sensation, Princess Lover,
and Urban artist JmaX.

JmaX

toi” featuring French singersongwriter Marvin, “Only
for you” which mixes R&B,
kompa and electronic music
production styles, “U & Me”
which features authentic
reggae production, “Can’t
resist”
which
contains
kizomba elements, “One”
an upbeat, summer afropop tune and “DI MWEN”
a subtle mix between soul,
R&B, kompa and zouk.
Kaï
After the gossip-ridden
split of the popular Haitian
band Carimi, singer Richard
Cavé stepped out on his

Princess Lover

own and became Kaï. In his
music, fans are treated to an
energetic Kompas sound,
with a conﬁdent Richard as
the front singer, who proves
that he has the charisma to
dominate Haitian music for
many years to come.
Princess Lover
Princess Lover started
in music at the age of 14.
With his brother Master
MX, a dancehall singer
from Martinique, they
collaborate for their ﬁrst
hit, Inmin, which becomes
a success. After numerous
appearances in zouk and

reggae compilations which
earned her undeniable
popularity, she decided in
1998 to emigrate. Arrived in
Paris, she joined Alice Dona’s
school and met many people
who multiplied her potential.
She is best known for her
worldwide hit “Mon Soleil”.

you”, “An pa tou sel”, which
allowed him to conquer a
wide audience. After the
success of the 12,000,000
views of “Touch me
(remix)” alongside Mel,
JmaX collaborated with
Nesly on the hit “Your
Sides (Baby Doll)”. His
dancehall
compilation
JmaX
“Pull di trigger” released
JmaX is a young author, on June 13, 2018, was also
composer and performer. a great success.
At the end of 2013, he found
success – thanks to the hit Tickets for this show are
title “Fanatique Girl”, which available at Van Dorp and
reached a million views. He Levi’s on the French side for
strung together a chain of US $25 in advance and $40
hit singles like “Let me love the week of the show and at
the gate.

Phyllisia Ross

Kaï
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‘Soulful Company’ concert CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19
when it comes to soulful
R&B. People just love to
sing along to his songs.
Romain Virgo and his
Reggae lovers rock is an
incredible performer and
all of our local singers
can hold their own in any
genre of music. They are
  !(  
works well for us,” he adds.

     
arrive at a suitable price,
secure funding in the
thousands, organise airline
   8     
organise hotel lodging for the
same number of people or
     
 ! 7     
to climb before you make a
single dollar,” he explained.

He gave insight into some
of the challenges that
  6   
major show. “Cost, cost,
cost – it doesn’t get more
challenging than that in
      ! 7  
never easy to put a concert
together, but against the
backdrop of a pandemic,
the challenges increase
  !7#
     

“Corporate sponsors also
went through the pandemic
so they too are not able to
   %   
they normally would. Now,
throw the pandemic in the
mix, you have to adhere to
    
arriving countries, ensure
that everyone is tested or
vaccinated and the list goes
on. Needless to say, this year,
all promoters have their

hands full – much more so
than usual.”

        
and a soulful atmosphere.

He urges patrons to come
out in numbers to experience
what Soulful Company has to
!

<   % 
of this year’s carnival is, given
that there was no Carnival
over the last two years
   /=>70  # 
pandemic, Granger said,
“This restart is important to
*/01      
– naturally, to the public as
 #  
has taken quite a blow
over the past two years.
There was no work. There
was no place for them to
shine or to be developing
entrepreneurs. Many people
fail to realise that Carnival
has been and forever will
be the launching pad for so
    !
Now they are back to work
     

97:; # 
  +  ! 7   
perfect, smooth and mellow
      
before the craziness really
starts in Carnival. You have
 %   
       
 2   
% #     
that you must come out
to support. They will be
incredible,” he assured.
Other than the awesome
vibes of Carnival Village, he
said patrons can expect great

the future development of
/    @!"
   %  /  
in the region to be cancelled
and it was important to us to
#%   !D
He adds: “On top of that,
Carnival is embedded in the
psyche of St. Maarten and
in the soul of those who
  !/
   I    
JK      
moving forward before the
     
  ! /   JJJ   
  #   
  /   JJ #   
    
 %     
    
in the years ahead. Last,
Carnival is the single largest
event that drives economic

   *! + 
Q   !"
too want to contribute to
the economic resurgence
      
pandemic and we can
do this in our own
unique way. Strategically
organised in April, Carnival
extends our tourist season
when other islands are
winding down into their
9  D!
/  
 $ U <  
     $   
into the future.”
Soulful Company will heat
up the Carnival Village
  
  
8:00pm. Tickets cost US
$25 in advance and $35
during the week of the
show and at the gate.

Not a concert, but a FETE!
Bacchanal Sunday

Look forward to another
high-energy, non-stop fete
for Bacchanal Sunday,
come April 24! You already
know that Kalaboom
creates events that leave a
lasting impression. “We try
to focus on the experience
more than anything else,”
says the organising team
– a small group of young
and dynamic professionals.
“We work tirelessly to keep
the standard of events and
festivals at an all-time high.
This gives a sense of pride
to those who reside on the

island and a wow factor
to those who visit. With
Bacchanal Sunday this is no
diﬀerent.”

So what can the public expect
this year? “Remember this is
not a concert, but a FETE” –
that’s the theme and spirit of
Bacchanal Sunday. The nonstop fete will last all night
long. Artists are there to
perform their biggest hits, and
make way for the next ones.
No long pauses or breaks…
just fetin’ all night with high
energy performers. This year,

the line-up includes Patrice
Roberts, Problem Child, Mr.
Killa, Asa Bantan, Adam O,
Marvelous, Blind Ears band,
Latest & XHD band, King
James, King Vers, King Kembe,
DJ Big Boss, DJ Maestro, Deej
Blaze, DJ Outkast, and hosted
by Suppa Kid and Dutty Sham.
Organisers say “it feels great
to be back in the swing of
planning
for
Bacchanal
Sunday,” which is one of their
most anticipated productions.
They have been receiving lots
of excited feedback from the

fans, with supporters telling
them how much they are
looking forward to it and how
much it’s been missed.

Over the past two years, “our
main goal was to create ways
and means to revive hosting
events during the COVID
pandemic, but in a safe and
controlled environment. We
were successful in hosting our
annual Sun Ova Beach event
that took place in the 2021
summertime where we had all
attendees, staﬀ and performers
COVID-free. This was done

with diligent planning and pretesting of all in attendance.”
You must be 15 years or
older to join in on the fete
for
Bacchanal
Sunday.
According to the COVID-19
safety measures which count
for all carnival events, nonvaccinated persons must
present a negative antigen or
PCR test, taken maximum
48 hours prior to the event
(or have proof of recovery
no older than nine months).
Bacchanal Sunday ticket
holders can take advantage

of the complimentary testing
on oﬀer. To purchase a ticket,
download the KBand app on
Apple’s App Store or Google
Play.
Organisers encourage the
general public to stay safe,
follow the St. Maarten
Carnival
Development
Foundation (SCDF) health
protocol/ guidelines “so that
we can continue to execute
events on this scale and have
a safe and happy carnival.”
Remember this is not a concert,
it’s a fete!

